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Pelican bass raider 10e cover

Click the picture to change the design of the Room The image is not available forColor: Find Your Guarantee to Fit. Only Quality Materials. Made in the United States. Bass Raider 10E (THRU-2017) Cover For more than 40 years, Pelican has provided customers with boating accessories
and small fishing boats at reasonable prices. This product line can be found in many local sporting goods stores. The manufacturer is located in Texas.Carver Industries has introduced a new Boat Cover pattern for small Jon Boats 8'-12' long with pedestal seats in folded positions. The
cover is made to accommodate a small trolling motor mounted on the back but will not provide coverage for the outboard motor. We Also Offer Bimini Tops for Pelicans Don't see your model listed for this manufacturer? Find covers based on your boat style. Why Choose
BoatCoversDirect.com?Since 2001, Boat Covers Direct® has proudly offered Carver boat covers for PELICAN vessels. Made in the US in Landrum, SC, the cover is manufactured using cutting-edge technology in areas including material handling, cutting and sewing. More than 30 years of
experience has taught Carver important lessons in fabric choice and finishing for longevity. We believe that our customers are loyal to us because we take care of them. We store popular PELICAN covers and deliver them quickly, usually on the same day you place an order. Our customers
love to buy Made in the USA products, and selling high quality covers and tops is important to us. While you only need to buy a cover every 5, 7, or sometimes every 10 years, we want you to remember where you received the best cover and the most value for your money. We offer FREE
shipping in the opposite U.S. International customers? No problem. Call or chat with us for affordable delivery options. Carver boat covers are available in your choice of materials, including 11 oz. Poly-Cotton, 8 oz. Performance Poly-Guard, and 9.25 oz. Sunbrella Acrylic. These materials
are made specifically for outdoor use by domestic factories such as Glen Raven and Milliken. 8 oz. Performance Poly-Guard 7 oz. Sun-DURA 9.25 oz. Sunbrella Acrylic New for 2013, Boat Covers Direct® includes tie down kits and free storage bags with every purchase of Carver boat
cover. If you want a trailer with your Poly-Cotton, Poly-Guard, or Sunbrella cover, you must have a tie down kit. If you try to travel, not even far away, with bungees, you will find that the cover of your boat flaps hard in the wind. Over time, this can cause stretching or even tearing off the
cover of your boat. Tie down kit is required for the trailer as it does not stretch. Your boat cover order will include a 12 rope kit with buckles, as you can see in life jackets. Even if you don't trailer your boat, it's much easier to take the rope to tie the cover down than to have to tie and retie the
rope rope the time you save your boat. We added a free storage bag to sweeten the deal, to make it easier to store your cover when you're not using it. Protect your investment with BoatCoversDirect.com cover. All carver covers and Bimini peaks are made here in the United States in
Landrum, South Carolina. For more than 30 years, Carver has been a leader in the marine industry due to the exceptional quality of their handmade boat covers and Bimini summits. Help preserve the value of your boat with a waterproof, fungal-resistant and UV-resistant cover. Our boat
cover is excellent for storage, either on dry land or in water. All of our Carver boat covers include a free tie down kit made to help secure the cover to the trailer. Carver boat covers are arranged as desired and custom can be in the trailer unless otherwise stated. The materials offered are
Poly-Guard, Sun-DURA, and Sunbrella, and the warranty ranges from 5-10 years. Our stylish cover is precision-styled to ensure a suitable and great-looking boat cover. This is our most popular type of cover, and is designed to fit the specific style and length of your boat. This stylish fitting
cover has a shock cable (shock cables like elastic, just a lot, much stronger) in the hem to provide a comfortable fit. In addition, if your boat has an outboard motor, your boat cover will be equipped with a free attached motor cover (excluding inflatable boat covers, which cover the boat and
motor in one). Our stylish covers come with a guarantee of suitability and satisfaction, as do all our products! Our special cover is specially designed for certain boat models. They are made with every contour boat in mind, ensuring a perfect fit. Special boat covers are equipped with raffle
ropes sewn into their hems, which usually come out at the stern, allowing you to pull a comfortable cover. If your boat has outboard, your cover will come with an attached or separate motor cover - contact us for details on your custom cover. All of our protections carry a full warranty that
protects you completely. We offer price matching guarantees, so you don't have to worry about pricing. If you find it cheaper elsewhere, please contact us. We'll beat competitors' prices on the same item by $10! We send our cover directly to you quickly, many times on the same day that
you order. You choose colors and materials —we have a lot available. We make it our mission not only to provide cover for your boat, but to give you the RIGHT cover for the boat Accept nothing less than a cover that will last for years to come and look great while doing it. Let our cover
work for you — the only thing you need to do is enjoy boating! You can place an order through our website, by phone, or using our Live Chat. If you're having trouble finding the right boat cover or Bimini top for you, or if you've only wanted to talk to someone beforehand your purchase,
contact us. Our toll-free number is 1-866-626-8377. We are located in Chesnee, SC, and we have many knowledgeable representatives here to assist you. Styled FitMade in the US by Carver Industries in Landrum, SC. Styled to Fit Boat Covers are available in four quality materials. All
materials are made and obtained in the US. A strong quarter-inch shock cable is sewn across the hem to ensure a comfortable fit. The attached motor cover is included on the cover for boats with outboard motors. Made for the largest motor allowed on board by law. No raw edges - all
stitches are folded 4 forces. Sewn with weatherproof anti-axis yarn. Loop tie down is double sewn and reinforced for strength. Includes FitMade'sDirectCustom warranty in the US by Carver Industries in Landrum, SC. Custom Fit Boat Covers are available in four quality materials. All
materials are made and obtained in the US. Durable raffle straps are sewn all over the hem to ensure a comfortable fit. Loop tie down is double sewn and reinforced for strength. The cover is ideal for trailers when tied up. Sewn with waterproof anti-axis yarn. The cover has stress pads sewn
for use with our boat cover support poles (sold separately). The cover is custom-made for this model, which means it's guaranteed fittingNo raw edges - all stitches are folded 4 forces. The cover is reinforced at the point of stress. Your CoversDirectTi warranty doesn't find what you need? If
you don't see it, ask! We are constantly adding new products. Contact us for details! Additional Information:Video About Carver Boat CoversSee our FAQRead our customer Testimonials ABOUT PELICAN BOATS Build a series of mini pontoon boats, pelican water plane line-ups provide
intimate vessels suitable for fishing, hunting, or sailing on water. Founded in 1968 as Quebec, a Canadian marine company centered on affordable vessels, boats between 8 and 16 feet long have been produced by pelicans designed to use outboard electric motors. In addition to producing
small water planes, pelicans make sandboxes, children's pools and winter toys. BASS RAIDER 10E is rated 4.6 out of 5 times 56. Thanks to the Pelican BASS RAIDER 10E design, this fishing boat provides excellent stability and tracking, and minimizes side-slipping. Read more Must suit
other rowboats up to 60 x 84 Keep your boat clean when not in use See AllClose AllClose
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